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Abstract
This paper presents a novel word granularity-aware annotation framework for Chinese. Anchored in current functionalist linguistics, this
model rearranges the boundary of word segmentation and linguistic annotation, and gears toward a deeper understanding of lexical units
and their behavior. The web-based annotation UI also supports flexible annotation tasks for various linguistic and affective phenomena.
Keywords: Wordhood, annotation, Chinese Word Segmentation

1. Introduction
Word segmentation has been one of the most important
preprocessing NLP tasks in the pipeline-alike architecture
for languages without explicit word delimiter in their writ-
ten forms. The engineering treatment of word segmenta-
tion naturally leads to the requirement of the existing gold
standard, including a presumably agreeable standard and a
word-segmented corpus based on the standard. Unfortu-
nately, this long-standing rationale does not provide a con-
vincing argument that concurs with current findings of cog-
nitive science.
Words as conventionalized symbols which presents the
function by which meaning is attached to form. However,
the basic units of cognition are clearly not words. Theoreti-
cal and empirical advances in the past decade have revealed
that word meanings are only pointers to coherent chunks of
encyclopedic knowledge (Malt and Wolff, 2010). In the
light of reading task,(Liu et al., 2013) show that Chinese
reader did not follow the segmentation rules, and tended
to chunk single words into large information units, imply-
ing that word meanings sometimes work against the way
knowledge is organized in memory.
In this paper, we argue that word-meaning pair is fluid in
nature, whose granularity (in terms of the length of the
word) is influenced by its underlying ontology (paradig-
matic dimension), surrounding context (syntagmatic di-
mension) and real-world application (pragmatic force). Un-
der this view, word segmentation can be considered as
wordhood annotation, disentangling itself from the error-
prone role in the NLP pipeline architecture.

2. Review
Word segmentation has been a thorny issue in NLP for
many decades. In addition to structural ambiguity reso-
lution and unknown word detection, the current focus is
concerned with propagation error and domain adaption.
As the pre-processing task in the pipeline architecture,
word segmentation errors can propagate to later process-
ing stages. To handle with this, joint approaches exploiting
various machine learning models including the latest neural
network have been proposed (Lyu et al., 2016; Shao et al.,

2017). Second, it has been recognized that different appli-
cations and domains have different calls for different granu-
larities of word segmentation. Recent neural domain adap-
tation approaches also work through cross-domain embed-
dings to improve the cross-domain performance (Cai and
Zhao, 2016; Zhang et al., 2014). However, a critical exam-
ination of the underlying assumption, and their assessment
in the light of naturally occurring linguistic data, reveal
its inherent contradictions (Taylor, 2012). In the follow-
ing sections, we introduce the proposed Fluid Annotation
model in more details.

3. Fluid Annotation
The scheme of Fluid Annotation comprised of three main
components: DeepLexicon, Fluid Segmentation & Tagger,
and Annotation UI (Figure 1). Six crucial steps were iden-
tified in the scheme: (1) unprocessed text was fed into fluid
segmentation and tagging preprocessor, where (2) text was
segmented with different granularities, and automatically
labeled with possible tags; (3) Annotation UI was provided
with these segments and tags, in which (4) annotators could
furthermore refine (by regrouping, or dividing) the segmen-
tation with fluid segment tool, or annotate the segmentation
(with annotation ”brush”), and view the annotation in a nat-
ural text context. (5) The annotations created by users were
again feed backed to deep lexicon, in which granularities
parameters of lexical bundles and update the lexicon tag set
table were updated. (6) The updated lexicon would again
provided latest information to fluid segmentation & tagging
in next session. As a result, a cycle was established where
not only the flexibility of linguistic pattern is assured, but
annotators’ effort cumulated in the process.

3.1. DeepLexicon
DeepLexicon provides all candidate words and tag data as-
sociated with the given words used in segmentation and tag-
ging. Distinctively, DeepLexicon featured lemma of differ-
ent granularity that facilitate fluid segmentation in follow-
ing steps.
Chinese words has strong tendency to be monosyllabic and
disyllabic. However, in segmentation or other practical
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Figure 1: Scheme of Fluid Annotation Overview. Six critical steps were identified in the annotation scheme: (1) input text,
(2) preprocess text, (3) prepare segments with multiple granularities and automatic taggings, (4) revise segmentations and
tags, (5) annotation feedback, (6) improve segmentation and tagging with new lexical information. Detail descriptions were
provided in respective section.

annotation scenarios, word is just one level of informa-
tion among other linguistic components: multiword expres-
sions, compounds, idiom, or lexical bundles. Previous seg-
menter relies on a ”gold standard” to achieve a high per-
formance in a word segmentation task, virtually eliminate
other possibilities to look into groups larger than words.
To alleviate the ”hard-cut” issue brought by standard seg-
mentation, DeepLexicon, along with Fulid Segmentation,
used in this scheme features ”words” of different granu-
larity. ”Word granularity” refers to a sequence of lexical
patterns of different length. These patterns occurs regularly
in different context and carry out a relatively stable com-
munication function. In this sense, ”word with different
granularities” encompass other linguistic constructs, such
as multi-word expression, compounds, idiom, or lexical
bundles. For ease of interpretation, granularity is defined
as a number ranged from 0 to 1, where we assign granu-
larities of 0 as more fine-grained (shorter patterns, in unit
of character count), and 1 as a pattern more coarse-grained
(more characters).
In order to operate granularity formally, we further define
the granularity of any given word by first calculating the
word-length distribution of all the words starting with the
same leading character. Secondly, the value of granularity
is the cumulative probabilities of the word-length distribu-
tion:

Granularity(w) =
L(w)∑
l=1

p(l ; leadChar(w))

where w is the word of interest, leadChar(w) is w’s lead-
ing character, L(w) denotes the word length of word w
and p(l ;leadChar(w)) is the probability density function of
word length l , given the word’s leading character.
The current lexicon included 13,5424 lemma which col-
lected from various source. Besides from conventional
texts, the lexicon also contained neologism extracted from
Taiwan largest Internet forum, emotion expressions and
academic lexical bundles commonly found in Chinese aca-

Figure 2: Word length distribution in the lexicon

demic writings. The resulting word list contained consid-
erably long bundles as revealed in Figure 2. The distribu-
tion distinctively called for a novel segmentation procedure
which could accommodate the dynamic patterns frequently
observed in Chinese discourse.
It is noteworthy that, although the base lexicon already had
abundant lexical entries, the lexicon here is designed to be
incremental with annotators’ collaboration. When annota-
tors group/divide sequence of words in Annotator UI (see
below), granularity of the corresponding lemma will auto-
matically adjust accordingly, and segmentation results also
reflect the change. Furthermore, we posed few limitations
of what can be considered as a ”word” in the lexicon. An-
notators add their new lemma appropriate in their studies,
as long as the pattern is a valid character sequence repre-
sentable with Unicode. The flexibility is particularly vital
when dealing with unconventional and unstructured text,
which is dominant in social media, micro-blogging or fo-
rums.
Besides the ”word” information itself, DeepLexicon also
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Figure 3: Word segmentations under different granularities.

stored linguistic information from other linguistic resource
and user feedback from Annotation UI. For instance, sen-
timent polarity, mood, and frequency are predefined in
DeepLexicon. As annotators created new annotations,
these information fed back to DeepLexicon and new tag
sets were created. These new tag information along with
the predefined tag data, in turn provided a more proba-
ble tag by Fluid Tagger. That is, DeepLexicon expanded
new lemma and tag information as annotation process pro-
gressed. Different annotators could work on the text and
share their annotations with others, so the annotations ef-
fort could be cumulated in a systematic fashion.

3.2. Segmentation & Tagging
Segmentation is the utmost important step of processing
Chinese text. Once the character string of Chinese text has
been segmented to multiple words, these words became the
only relevant units in subsequent processing steps. The fact
that most preprocessing steps only produced single version
of word is not without challenged in Chinese, and it pro-
foundly constrained how Chinese text can be annotated and
interpreted in later processing steps and analysis.
Fluid Segmenter, instead of pursuing the unique ”golden
answer”, aimed to present the whole spectrum of possi-
bilities on how multiple syllables in Chinese, which repre-
sented by multiple individual characters conglomerate into
a larger linguistic pattern. Most of Chinese word seg-
menters based on algorithms which can identify words in
a pre-defined segmented corpus. Different segmenters dif-
fers on the particular algorithms they implemented. For
instance, segmenter in Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et
al., 2014) implemented a sophisticated conditional ran-
dom field model that performed well on segmentation task.
However, since the segmenter solely focused on aligning
themselves with a predefined word segmentation, different
possibilities of segmentation became difficult, if not impos-
sible, to shown themselves in the model outputs.
The segmenter provides words with different granularity
by multiple passes of maximal matching and segmentation
alignments. To start segmentation, segmenter firstly tries
to start with a coarse-grained level (e.g. granularity pa-
rameter = 0). Lexicon are queried with the character seg-
menter encounters, with the granularity parameter in ques-
tion. The lexicon then offered a full list of possible words
starting with the character, whose word granularities are
among the designated parameter and 1. The words lexicon
provided are then matched against the text from coarse- to

fine-grained. If segmenter found a matched, further candi-
dates in the word list are skipped. The segmenter stored the
matched sequence, and move the position to the character
after the matched sequence. When all characters in the text
are attempted, segmenter moved to a higher granularity and
repeat the procedures above (Figure 3).
Different granularities of words are identified after the seg-
menter finish procedures above. These words may con-
tains conflicting word boundaries and isolated single char-
acters which are either one-character words or out-of-
vocabularies in lexicon. Although conflicting word bound-
aries and novel words may itself be an interesting issue in
certain research, some studies need an acceptable segmen-
tation so researchers can focus on the patterns of interest.
A pre-segmenter can optionally be incorporated to provide
a quick and conventional way of segmentation. The ben-
efits of a pre-segmenter is to solve word ambiguities fre-
quently observed in Chinese text, and alleviate the problem
of OOV issues faced in a lexicon-based segmentation. The
results from pre-segmenter are the segmentation to which
other word granularities align themselves. Specifically, the
patterns from different granularities can merge word se-
quences produced in pre-segment, but dismissed if the word
conflict with the pre-segment results. Results from pre-
segmenter can be safely ignored, and the final segmentation
would only aligned with character-based tokenization.

3.3. Annotation UI
Annotation is a paramount step to develop linguistic theory.
Despite the significance in linguistic researches, problems
as basic as tokenization still profoundly affect the annota-
tion practices (Ide, 2017). Annotation UI, a browser-based
annotation user interface, was aimed to create an environ-
ment where researchers could smoothly annotate the fo-
cused linguistic phenomena based on the automatic outputs
from Fluid Segmentation and Tagger.
Given the fluidity of Chinese expressions, it’s unlikely any
finite collection of lemma, such as DeepLexicon, could
exhaustively satisfied every need of linguistic investiga-
tions. Although Fluid Segmentation allow considerably
more flexibility to researchers as they can freely decide
the level of interest in granularities, there were still some
circumstances that annotators or researchers wish finer- or
coarser- grained segmentation results, and some of these
results are stable across context. These instances are candi-
dates for addition into Lexicon.
Segmentation is one of the most crucial form of anno-
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Figure 4: Screenshot of Annotation UI. Left panel was text input window, central panel was for granularity settings, and
right panel was annotation window. Three tool buttons were available on the top of the right panel: normal selection tool,
fluid segment tool, and annotation brush.

tations. Since most of the subsequent annotations de-
pends on the segmentation in Chinese, the importance of
the flexibility supported by segmentation cannot be over-
stated. Annotators contribute new segments to DeepLexi-
con through Annotation UI. Annotators first chose an ap-
propriate granularity level. which includes 6 settings, from
more coarse-grained (contains longer sequences) to finer-
grained (contains shorter sequences), the pre-segment level
and the token level. Upon granularity selection, annotators
then freely regroup character sequence in text. The anno-
tation process completed when annotators submit the final
regrouped text, where lexicon scanned through the segmen-
tation in the text for new patterns. New patterns are added
to lexicon and automatically update granularity calculation.
These new patterns would be utilized in following text seg-
mentation.
In addition, segments in Annotator UI came with tag sug-
gestion predicted by Fluid Taggers. These suggestions
were currently produced by maximum-likelihood estimates
based on tag statistics recorded in lexicon, new prediction
algorithm can incorporated if more sophisticated sugges-
tion scenario is required. Annotators could either accept
the suggested tags, revise the tag, or devised a new tag set
entirely. Annotation brush was designed to help annotators
intuitively ”paint” the tag on the segments, through which
annotators can select categories and tag values they wish to
annotate, and click the segments to annotate. Regardless
of annotator’s decision to add, modify, or delete the tags,
annotations would be processed by Annotation UI and feed
backed to DeepLexicon, where the tag data would further
processed to update future predictions. The procedure en-
sures the linguistic insights imparted by annotators accu-
mulated in the process.

4. Conclusion
Word segmentation with its underlying generative model of
linguistics, and its preprocessing role have set the research
agenda for at least half a century in Chinese NLP. Even
for languages with space as the word boundary delimiter in
their writing system, though useful as a rule of thumb, still
begs the question of how words might be defined (Taylor,
2012). Mounting evidence in recent studies have offered al-
ternatively how knowledge comes packaged into coherent

chunks in mind, and word meaning are closely aligned with
these chunks. In the same vein, what we propose in this pa-
per, is a novel fluid annotation model that allows the word
granularity to be presented from holistic (un-wordlike) to
discrete elements (word-like) via the collaborative annota-
tion. We believe the proposed model could liberate and
expand our research imagination, and provides a pathway
to connect NLP/NLU with cognitive computing.
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